I t is titting that Jasper Johns,
! the paradigm of the self-

retrospective artist, should

curate his own exhibition, as
was the case with "Jasper
Johns Drawings 1970-80" recently held at the Leo Castelli

Gallery. The organization of
the exhibition seems to have
been a matter of non-selectivity and chance as per John
Cage; all of the drawings of
the period that were available

were gathered together for the

show. More than half of the
drawings were executed subsequent to Johns' 1977 relrospective at the Whitney Museum and were being exhibited
here for the first time. These
new works demonstrate that
Johns has moved well along
on his course of creative development, further expanding
his range of themes and exploring and mastering a new
technique.

As is characteristic of

Johns' graphic work, most of
the drawings in the exhibition
are based on motifs that originated in Johns' art in the
media of painting and, more
rarely, sculpture. The range of
images spans the artist's career-f rom the f lag, target,
and other borrowed real-world
objects of the 1950s, to the
more subjective images like
Souvenir and Perlscope created during the '60s, to the
still more difficult and hermetic Corpse and Mirror and
other works employing the
hatching stroke motif that has
been the artist's preoccupation through the '70s into the
present decade. lt is a testament to the intellectual
strength and technical brilliance of. the artist that, despite his continued use of previous images, the experience
of boredom is foreign to his
work. This is because variation, not repetition, is his rule.
The recurrence of the more
personal, cryptic image,s is,
moreover, taunting; it challenges us to arrive at interpretations without providing
f urther direction or clues.
Johns also succeeds in
breathing new life into old
forms by consistently experimenting with new materials
and techniques. He exploits
the color, texture, and surface
of each substance he employs, often pushing to the
limit the inherent properties of
a given medium. ln the large
drawing Corpse and Mirror ot
1975-76, Johns uses pastel,
paintstick, watercolor, and oil
on paper to produce an image

that is at least as painterly and
as varied in surface texture as

its oil on canvas counterpart.
It is, however, unquestionably
the drawings in ink on plastic

that '"steal the show."

Al-

though Johns had begun to
work with ink on plastic sporadically in the 1960s, through
the course of the '70s it
emerged as his preferred
graphic medium. ln its manipulation he is something of a
wizard, using its unique liquidity and transparency to a wide
variety of effects. ln Souvenir

2 of 1970, the surface resembles an expanse of dark mar-

plastic work only in the late
it is applied to the
new hatching stroke motifs,
the most spectacular results
are attained. Rendered in a
wide range of bright fresh colors and black, the translucent
hatching lines seem to float
against the plastic like elements in a scattered liquid
suspension. The effects achieved in these drawings are,
apparently, so pleasing to the
artist that they have begun to
inf luence his painted work,
'70s; when

some of his most recent
hatching stroke paintings
having been executed in oil on

ble in its ref lectiveness, plastic laminate
highlights, and deep illu- canvas.

sionistic recesses. ln another
drawing of 1970, the form of
Johns' English lightbulb finds

inition in a sea of
pooled and puddled brown-

its

def

black ink. Color seems to have
been introduced to the ink on

mounted on

Most intriguing among the
drawings in the exhibition are,
of course, those in which new
themes and images are introduced. With few exceptions,
most of these new works continue Johns' involvement with

the hatching stroke

motif

while presenting it in new con-

figurations and with new inlections of meaning. Remark-

f

able among the new works is a

watercolor and pencil drawing
on the Cicada theme which,
although not a true working

drawing, seems to reveal
something of the creative

process. ln this unique hybrid
drawing, below a f ield of
hatching strokes is a narrow
rectangular trieze inscribed
with automatistic notations.
Prominent among these markings are several caref ully
drawn representations of the
cicada or locust, the plaguing
pest that travels in destructive

swarms. Other notations include a small, jumbled cluster

of disembodied facial
tures, several skulls,

fea-

phal-

luses, and scrotum, a tortoise
with a spiral on its back, and
other cryptic markings. Perhaps most unexpected is the

pencilled statement "Pope
Prays at Auschwitz / 'Only
Peacel"' which reads like a
newspaper headline and re-
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calls Johns' use of newspaper
collage in many of his oil and

encaustic paintings. What is

the meaning of these symbols
and what is their relevance to
the network of hatching
strokes above? ls it an image
of hope or despair? The very
nature of the cicada argues for
the latter.

This interpretation is rein-

forced by the final and largest

work in the exhibition, the

charcoal drawing Tantric Detall of 1980. lnscribed above a
segmented, expression istically rendered field of hatching
strokes are two clearly recognizable objects: a scrotum and
a skull. This work presents
an immediate, haunting image
that speaks to us of sexuality
and death and sheds light on

another series in Johns' new
work, Eetween the Clock and
the Bed. The very title serves
as a further reference to the
passage of time (or death) and

sexuality. ls Johns, then,

openly revealing to us that the
underlying concern of the
new work, and perhaps of the
hatching stroke motif itself, is

centered upon this

dual

theme?

It has always been a basic
in Johns' art that his work,
while d^zzling the eye in
its technique, stimulates the
body and the mind as well. lt is
and
genius of his art. (Leo Castelli,
January 10-February 7)
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Jasper Johns, Cicada, 1980. lnk on plastic,32-518 x 253/1"
Courtesy Leo Castelli Gallety.

